APPENDIX 1

Birmingham:

S Chad, being the titular of the cathedral, would have been I Class in the diocese before the promulgation of the Motu Proprio *Rubricarum Instructum*. After this the titular of the cathedral ceased to be I Class in any church other than the cathedral itself and S Chad seems to have been reduced to II Class in the diocese, perhaps as a secondary patron. In 1964, though not 1962 or 1963, he was classed as a primary patron and hence would again become I Class. This is confirmed by relevant year books.

Since during the Christmas Octave, of diocesan feasts, only those of I Class and in honour of saints who are on those days inscribed in the universal calendar, even though only by a commemoration, are now to be admitted, the commemoration of S Egwin on 30th December is no longer made, the feast being transferred to 3rd January. (Gen. Rub. 68 f.) This is confirmed by relevant year books.

Hexham, Lancaster, Middlesbrough & Shrewsbury:

It seems most probable that in these dioceses, S Oswald would have been moved to 11th August in order to allow for the celebration of the Vigil of S Lawrence, but no absolute confirmation is currently available. In Liverpool, S Oswald was always kept on 11th August.
APPENDIX 2

External Solemnity of a Holyday of Obligation

Only 2 Low Masses, or 1 Low and 1 High or Sung Mass, are allowed.

Sun  5 Jan  In all DIOCESES of ENGLAND & WALES:
     ad lib EXTERNAL SOLEMNITY of the EPIPHANY of the LORD
     VM II CI W
     Gl Cr Pr of the Epiphany Proper Communic (No Commem of Sunday)

Sun  14 Jun  In all DIOCESES of ENGLAND & WALES:
           ad lib EXTERNAL SOLEMNITY of CORPUS CHRISTI
           VM II CI W
           Gl Seq Cr Pr of the Holy Trinity (No Commem of Sunday)

Sun  28 Jun  In all DIOCESES of ENGLAND & WALES except WESTMINSTER:
           ad lib EXTERNAL SOLEMNITY of SS PETER § & PAUL § Aps
           VM II CI R
           Gl Cr Pr of the Apostles Commem of Sunday

Sun  16 Aug  In all DIOCESES of ENGLAND & WALES:
           ad lib EXTERNAL SOLEMNITY of the ASSUMPTION OF THE BVM
           VM II CI W
           Gl Cr Pr of the BVM et te in Assumptione Commem of Sunday

(Pontifical Commission Ecclesia Dei N107/97 & General Rubrics of Missal 356-361)